Does life originate from a single molecule?
Life did not emerge in a single step. In chemical evolution, the first formation of a self-replicating molecule was probably one of the most critical bottlenecks, which was overcome only with a very low probability. If only one such event was successful, present-day life originates from a single molecule. In this case, homochirality in DNA and RNA is explained almost without further assumptions. By contrast, the enantiomer excess, produced by the deterministic mechanisms suggested so far, is smaller than the statistical standard deviation, unless the postulated initial number of molecules is very--in some mechanisms unreasonably--large. A certain chiral nonuniformity of natural monosaccharides other than (deoxy)ribose supports the idea that homochirality originates not from such small molecules but from an early RNA-like oligomer. This nonuniformity seems also hard to explain by any deterministic mechanism.